Back Row (L-R)
Nathan Wellings, Mark McDonald, Josh Lea, Jackson Ford , Tom Mailey , Matt Hammond,
Ian Martin, Mike Egan, Jordan Thurlow, Trent Rogers, Chris Hughes, Grant Wilkinson, Rob
Lowery.
Front Row (L-R)
Chloe Scott, Lauren Petersen, Elena Di Biagio, Amelia Barber, Greg Heard, Sarah Hill, Tara
Lal, Samantha Hewitt, Emma Gillespie.
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Vice-presidents

Don Alexander
Don Cotterill, Grant Wilkinson, Jay Parkin, Geoff Wilson,
Damien O’Shannassy, Nick
Sampson
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Our other significant major partner has been
Destination NSW (DNSW). Phil Ventham and
Amy Paton have led a very professional NSW
Destination Team in assisting us to deliver the
very best outcomes we could at the ASRL Open
event in NSW each year. Our strong entry numbers have allowed us to fulfil our KPIs to DNSW
each year and their support has been a key factor in allowing us to produce such a strong surfboat event.

The latest innovation we introduced at the last
ASRL Open was remote Area Printers, which
allowed us to send the next round of Draws
directly to a Printer sitting in the middle of the
arena, enabling us to remove the old slow human
runner system. We were very happy when we
successfully managed 320 crew entries across 3
days at the Open, with no holdup for Draws.

On top of this we have worked hard at developing a whole new Draw and Results system that
Over my 12 years in the President’s role our we have linked to the ASRL Mobile Phone App,
member communication stream has changed so our competitors can now remain under the
significantly and at times with amazing speed. tent and keep up with results, point scores and
We have undertaken a couple of Website
draws. This has been a long road commencing
revamps, as well as a complete Website rebuild. in 2016, but we are almost across the finish line
In all that time, sitting like the choir master, has and we must thank and acknowledge Robert
been Perry Brennan (our Webmaster), unflap- Szewczak and Sandy Clarke respectively for
pable and always with a solution and a helping the Draw system and Phone App, and Tim
hand.
McFarlane who as part of the ASRL committee
at the time commenced the process.
The big change in recent times has been the
explosion in the use and reach of Facebook and We were delighted to see all our planning and
other social media and we have one key person hard work in combination with the Elouera Surf
to thank for the ASRL reach into this arena, and Club come to fruition in such spectacular fashion
that is Aaron Tannahill. To both Perry and Aaron, for the last ASRL Open. On all accounts this was
we owe a collective thank you.
one of those special events run in the type of surf
that has seen many events cancelled in recent
The other advancements that the ASRL has years. In no small way we need to recognise
championed are in the area of technology. We Tamara Brawn, the event Referee, along with her
introduced the Video Finish Camera system a team of Officials, for the role they played in keepfew seasons ago and at this year’s Aussies for ing us on the water. Tamara was ably supportexample, it was used about 70% of the time to ed by a strong team and worked very hard with
check and judge the close finishes. We also our carnival committee to continue to make the
commenced Live Streaming of our events a few right decisions. This team included some from
seasons ago and each time we do it we learn the ASRL committee, the Council Lifeguards and
from the experience the things we need to
the SLS Safety Officer, and all worked together
incorporate next time.
under the mantra of “how do we keep the event
on the water”.
In this area we are extremely well served by the
technical skill and knowledge of Les Herstik from
Snowy Mountain Television and managing our
commentary team is Aaron Tannahill.
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You can’t run a great carnival without a great
surf club doing a lot of the hard work behind
the scenes and we at the ASRL have been well
served by each host surf club we have worked
with. This year it was the turn of Elouera and
what a great job they did. Way too many people to single out, but I can’t not recognise Rory
Gillespie for his leadership and dedication to the
task. Also, our man on the spot, Frank Veltman,
has become a bolted-on addition to the organisation of the Open, so thanks Frank. To our Boat
Officials and IRB water safety crews all around
our great country, please accept all our thanks
for the job you do for us each weekend of
summer in assisting us enjoy a sport we love.
Across my terms as President I have had the
pleasure to work closely with many different and
talented members of SLSA, both staff and
volunteer. We have at times had some very
robust discussion but have always been respectful. It has been my way to continue to challenge
the reasoning behind a SLS policy, or in fact to
challenge the integrity of the entire policy and I
never apologise for that. To those members of
SLSA past and present who have listened to us
and understood our take on a topic: thanks. Our
list of changes has only been achieved because
you trusted our judgement.

So, it became white noise and I concentrated
on the vast majority of you who were supportive
and wanting the sport to march forward. We haven’t been able to achieve everything, but I leave
knowing that I have done my very best to leave
this sport and ASRL in a better place for the next
team.
I have a wonderfully supportive wife who has
stood beside me as some were pounding away
at my character and she also witnessed the
frustration as I was chipping away at change.
Thanks for your patience during all those meetings, hours on the phone, computer and time
away that you endured. You’ll now have to work
out my next project to keep me out of your hair.
Many of the people close to you suffer when you
undertake the journey of change I have been on,
including my own club boat crews, so my
challenge is now to pull back and concentrate
with others on the mighty Moruya boat culture.

Finally, it has been my pleasure to do what I
could to correct the issues that my fellow committee members and I saw as requiring attention
within our sport. The job will never be complete,
because that’s the nature of the beast, so I urge
you all to swing in behind your next President
and Committee, offering them the same support
I want to thank the membership for your support you gave to me.
in my 12-year journey as President. I have had
a few haters, but I quickly learnt that nothing I All the best and see you all on the beach.
could say or do was going to change that.
Bert Hunt
President
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LIST OF ACHIEVEMENTS
SINCE 2006/07 SEASON

For those that want a brief a précis of the sort •
of achievements the ASRL committee has
achieved, the following is a cross section. A lot
of this has been acting as the SBC to SLSA and
while I have been the National Advisor for
Surfboats:
•
• Developed a comprehensive constitution
to manage the business of the ASRL (had
been operating basically on the NSWDFT
Model Rules)

Had SLSA agree after 2010 to appoint an
ASRL committee member to an advisory
position on the Safety Committee for National Championship where the key decisions to
stay or shift the Championship is made

•

Part of introducing U23 Female division

•

•

Removed the SLSA Competition rule that
DQ’d a crew if one member had their competition Cap removed by the surf

Negotiated for SLSA on the need to introduce an annual Test Match series for Open
Male &amp; Open Female boats against NZ
on an annual basis.

•

Set up and run the recognised National selection process to select these crews based
on current form providing all crews the opportunity to win selection.

•

ASRL had initially been the major funder
with SLSA of these Test Teams and the selection process.

•

Removed the SLSA Competition rule that
automatically disqualified a crew that rolled
a boat in competition

Standardised and provided regular Newsletters keeping the membership informed of all
boat issues.

•

Instigated the change to SLSA Policy that
allowed members to undertake patrol hours
away from their home beach

Introduced regular surveys to seek member
input, to listen to and act on member opinions.

•

Instigated the voluntary trial of Flotation
Vests supplying in excess of 3000 heavily
subsided units to all members in 550 crews.

•

The ASRL have been acknowledged as the
leaders in seeing the Bond University Surf
Hazard Rating system developed and recognised by SLSA for use in our sport. This is
now being further developed to include other
competition disciplines outside surfboats

•

Introduced the requirement to independently
Audit the ASRL Finances

•

Negotiated with SLSA and the States to
introduce all 6 grades into the Interstate
Championship which we now host and finance through ASRL sponsors at the Open.
Before this, boats had only one then two
divisions represented.

•

•

•

•

Introduced Electronic Voting to allow members from all over Australia the opportunity
to vote at the AGM and SGM which included
for committee positions
Negotiated after 2010 for SLSA to allow the
ASRL to recommend and approve the Boat
Panel for Australian Championships

Developed the Surf Boat Committee (SBC)
as a direct link into SLSA and had SLSA
formalised this agreement by Deed. The
first time the ASRL has ever been officially
recognised at any level of SLS.
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•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Providing and financing Mentor coaches to
specified youth events.

•

Made an attempt to further develop the sport
across the States with the 2 year trial of a
Triple Crown style event, catering for crews
that may be feeling left behind or providing
for those crews who want to do more travel.

•

Attracted the biggest single ongoing sponsorship for surfboats with the iconic brand
Navy. This sponsorship alone has tipped in
well over Two Million dollars directly into our
sport since 2007 excluding the additional
support dollars spent directly by the sponsor.

Continue to be a major sponsor to the 6
States surfboat sections. This is only possible through our strong business plan and
sponsor support.

•

Over the last 12 seasons the ASRL has
made available a funding base directly back
to members through the various State Rowing bodies through subsidies across a range
of opportunities in the order of $2.1 million.

Introduced other levels of sponsors including
Destination NSW all contributing to the
development of our sport

•

Introduced the ASRL May Conference concept where members have been invited to
attend and play a key part in general debate
on a wide range of topical issues.

•

The May Conference has also been the
direct link back to each State with the President of each State rowing body in attendance plus members from SLSA to take part
in key discussion.

•

The ASRL recently completely reworked
with SLSA the Coaching Level 1 Course and
Sweep Assessment requirements with SLSA
encouragement to make the system much
more user friendly and current to our needs.

•

We are strong contributors to a SLSA revamp of the Carnival Officials’ course with a
heavy emphasis on opening up the road for
involvement

ASRL committee was the catalyst for pulling
the Helmet debate back to the SLSA Board
room for a more common-sense outcome,
from a position where Helmets were to be
worn on every occasion in “broken water”
Negotiated the deal with SLSA to host the
Aussie Titles for boats on our own beach/
stretch of sand which will continue as the
ongoing principle if the chosen beach can’t
provide for surfboats.

Worked with SLSA to change several SLSA
Policy documents including the Water Safety
Policy making it softer for surfboat operation
and Policy 1.2, now allowing new unqualified
rowers to use the surfboat before gaining the
Bronze (since reversed in some States)
Continue to develop the ASRL Open into a
major event of the boat calendar regularly
hosting an approximate 300 crew event

•

Was instrumental in the development of the
computer spreadsheet system for race draws

•

Fund, foster and provided coaching clinics
around Australia on demand.

•

Worked hard attempting to develop youth
activity by initially subsidising interstate and
country NSW crews into Young Guns and
then further worked with the Southern States
at their request to foster a stand-alone event
in the southern regions funded to the tune of
$20,000 per season.
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•

Introduced Short Course Racing and started
the discussion with SLSA to make this a full
blown Australian medal event

•

Introduced free membership and ASRL
Open entry to all U19 rowers Fostered and
financed the introduction of the U23 Male &
Female Development crews to form part of
the annual Trans-Tasman Test Match Series
with NZ

•

The ASRL was a key player setting out the
need for the SLSA Board endorsed National Review of Surf Sport and all that entails.
This follows the ASRL submissions directed
to the SLSA President & CEO referencing a
wide-ranging list of issues our membership
told us was blocking our sports further development. SLSA staff credited the ASRL submissions as a key catalyst for the move now
taken by the Board of SLSA to undertake a
complete review of sport.

•

Worked hard on developing the use of Video
technology for finish line judging. This has
proven to be the most difficult to achieve
and we are now extremely happy to have
achieved this goal

•

Set the ASRL finances into a strong position
that are able to undertake special projects
and withstand any fluctuation of income

•

Completed the purchase of a Technology
Gear Trailer that can now roll out a complete
boat event. This includes Finish Line Camera
equipment, Live Stream Equipment, Computers, Printers, Generators, Starters Air Horn
equipment

•

Introduced for the first time full Live Streaming of the ASRL Open plus other key events

•

Drove the debate that successfully saw
SLSA introduce two additional divisions of
racing U19 and Reserve Grade female members plus a 200 division for Females Masters
in the 2015-16 season
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TREASURER’S REPORT
DON ALEXANDER

Firstly, I would like to acknowledge the contribution that Bert Hunt has provided to the sport
of surfboat rowing over the past 12 seasons as
President. As summarised in the previous report, the list of achievements that have occurred
during his term of office is truly staggering and
almost without exception, Bert has either led the
conversation or guided others in achieving positive outcomes. The resilience in fighting for the
direction that he and the committee had decided
on has been exceptional and has almost always
brought about successful conclusions to the
benefit of all. Bert’s support to me in my role as
Treasurer has developed into a special relationship; always professional, but with mutual
respect and friendship. I’ll miss his counsel, logic
and straight forwardness. I’ve always had a
standard that when people leave or resign either
in a commercial or not-for-profit organisation “did
he leave it in a better condition than when he
started” and Bert certainly has achieved that and
more.

We do have agreements in place with both
groups going forward and we are continually engaging with other sponsors to be able to provide
benefits to our members in the future. On the
expenses side, we had a decrease of $102,635
expenditure from the previous year. We continue
to commit to livestreaming and finish line cameras but have managed to considerably reduce
costs associated with the production side of the
livestream programs. Contribution to the States
remain similar to last year although some expenses had not been claimed at the end of our
financial year.

I’d like to thank the Elouera SLSC for hosting
the ASRL Open. This has been described as “an
epic surf carnival” and most would agree that
it will go down as one of the best ever. While
the predictions for the surf conditions kept all
on alert, I don’t think any would have expected
what confronted us on Sunday. Many thanks to
the lifesaving group for allowing us to continue
in testing conditions and many thanks also for
The Treasure’s Report covers the period 1 May strong support from the Sutherland Shire
2017 to 30 April 2018. We ended up with Total Council.
Assets of $292,072, and no Liabilities at the end
of our financial year. Total income was $289,844 The organising committee from Elouera SLSC
and our expenditure $252,715, showing a profit conducted themselves very professionally and it
of $37,128. The main contributor to our income was a pleasure working with everyone from the
was significantly the Navy, with substantial con- Club from the first to the last day. Expenses for
tributions from Destination NSW.
the event were in line with our expectations. I’m
pleased to report that our organisation remains
in good financial health and is solvent.
Income
Sponsorship
Donation
Membership
Bank Interest
SLSA
Marketing
Sundry Income
TOTAL

2017-18
60,000
188,0477
55,783

1,220
-15,206
$289,844

2016-17
52,272
200,000
64,521
5,000
19,845
2,382
4,043
$347,793

2015-16
303,182
91,623

182
2,058
$397,045
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Expenditure
ASRL meeting expenses
Audit Fees
Coaching Courses
Computer Expenses
Coordinator Subsidy
Database Management
Equipment Purchases Expensed
Freight & Cartage
General Expenses
Host Club Reimbursement
Host Subsidy
Insurance
Interstate Team Gear
Legal Costs
Livestream and Finish Line
Operations
Marketing
Medals and Trophies
Membership Reimbursement
Navy Clothing
Navy Launch
Navy Promotional Gear
Printing & Stationary
Software Expenses
Sponsorship Commission Officials, Water Cover & LS
State Contribution
State Team Travel Allowance
State Membership Rebate
Surf Boat Draw
Trailer Expenses
Team Expenses - AUS vs NZ
Web Management
Young Guns Travel
Youth Stampede
Total Expenses
Net Surplus / (Deficit)

2017-18

2016-17

35,963
600
545
5,691
4,217
649
1,453
46,386
4,545
12,528

25,022
600

22,808

75,378

12,419
902
1,000
32,210

16,950

9,848

17,774

9,011
1,835
10,663
997
105
35,884
11,049
2,501

795
29,756

420

2015-16
14,250
1,200
1,428
832
259
5,216
12,273
401
33,306
13,658
2,599
468
6,713
61,014
15,995
2,531
440
55,995
17,441
17,474
1,120
1,309

13,110
12,955
18,339
5,820

7,157
3,570

15,454
35,518
21,088
27,272
590
12,145
4,543

$252,715
$37,128

$355,350
$(7,557)

12,727
26399
17,691

1,920
3,007
5,454
454
$337,272
$59,773
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TRANSTASMAN
SURFBOAT
SERIES 2018

TRANS-TASMAN

GREG HEARD - TEAM MANAGER
Australian Surf Boat Representative Open Team
for 2018

For the first time the U23 crews also attended
the same selection carnival with North Cronulla
Men’s and Avalon Beach Women’s crews qualifying for the Development Team. Ian Martin did
a great job managing this section of the team.
Ian will provide a separate report covering the
Development team.

It is with great pleasure that I submit this report
as Team Manager of the Australian SLSA Surf
Boat Representative Team for 2018. In doing
so I would like to acknowledge the contribution
of both SLSA and the ASRL for their support and
funding as well as the management of the se- The Open Team surf boat crews consisted of:
lection processes and the running of the event
Elouera SLSC Open Women:
itself.
Emma Gillespie, Samantha Hewitt, Sarah Hill,
This year’s selection trials were held at Kurra- Tara Hill, Grant Wilkinson (sweep)
wa with the South Curl Curl Men’s and Elouera
Women’s crews be for the 2018 Australian Team. South Curl Curl SLSC Open Men:
Michael Egan, Christopher Hughes, Trent
Rogers, Jordan Thurlow, Rob Lowery (sweep)

2018 AUSTRALIAN REPRESENTATIVE OPEN TEAM
Elouera SLSC Open Women:
Emma Gillespie, Samantha Hewitt, Sarah Hill,
Tara Hill, Grant Wilkinson (sweep)

South Curl Curl SLSC Open Men:
Michael Egan, Christopher Hughes, Trent
Rogers, Jordan Thurlow, Rob Lowery (sweep)
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Planning for this event was extensive with a
number of actions to be completed in a relatively
short time frame. Surprisingly, this was actually made more difficult by the fact that all crews
were local to Sydney and therefore did not
require accommodation organised for the entire
team. This made it more difficult to get everyone together in a team environment. Despite
the challenges from this I believe that the team
bonded extremely well, including the interaction
between the Open and Development teams.
Ultimately the event went very smoothly and I
would like to thank Brad Dean from SLSA for his
work and support and also for his planning and
organisational skills.

Whilst both teams wore their formal outfits it was
a reasonably relaxed occasion with all crews
mixing with the ‘opposition’ throughout the evening. The networking continued after racing with
both teams catching up in Elouera surf club.
The Australian Representative caps were presented on Elouera beach before competition
started. The presentation was done by Grant
Wilkinson’s father, Brian Wilkinson, who had
represented Australia at the Olympics as both a
swimmer and later as a coach. This was a very
emotional moment given the connection with
father and son and appreciated by all of the team
receiving their competition caps.
Cap Numbers:

I would also like to thank Ian Martin in his first
year as team manager for the Development
Team, the ASRL for their support of the Development team and for running both the selection
event and Trans-Tasman series on behalf of
SLSA.

Emma Gillespie		
457
Samantha Hewitt		
458
Sarah Hill			
459
Tara Lal			460
Grant Wilkinson		
461

The team clothing remained at a high standard. Everything supplied was worn and utilised
throughout the competition and during team
functions. All in the team were extremely
honoured to wear the clothes.

Trent Rogers 		
Michael Egan		
Christopher Hughes		
Robert Lowery		
Jordan Thurlow		

429
462
463
464
465

The blazer presentation was performed by retired Australian Rugby Union Captain Phil Kearns, who spoke passionately about representing Australia and his rivalry with the All Blacks.
The team environment and involvement during
this presentation was outstanding, each member
showed respect for what they were receiving and
the importance and responsibility of being a part
of the Australian Team. The two teams came
together for a dinner at the Cronulla Golf Club
on Friday evening. Thank you to Ian Martin for
organising and coordinating this event.
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The performance of the Australian team at
Elouera Beach was outstanding with all Open
and Development team crews winning all of their
races. Results were as follows:
Trans-Tasman Surf Boat test Series
Open Team
Men:		
Australia
3 – 0 New Zealand
Women:
Australia
3 – 0 New Zealand
Development Team
Men:		
Australia
Women:
Australia

3 – 0 New Zealand
3 – 0 New Zealand

This is the first time Australia has had a clean
sweep over their arch rivals New Zealand and is
a testament to the way in which each person and
the team as a whole treated this event.

I would also like to congratulate the entire Australian team for their attitude from the moment
they were selected into the team, especially for
the way they behaved as individuals at all times,
how they came together as a team and for their
success overall. It was an honour to be a part of
this team.
Thanks also to Grant Wilkinson who did a huge
job in organising surf boats and gear for all 4 NZ
crews to use.
In summary, many thanks must go to the ASRL
and SLSA, and their sponsors for providing resources and funding for this very important and
prestigious event.
Yours Sincerely

One area for possible further improvement of Greg Heard
this event is the inclusion of a boat relay. The Open Team Manager
Interstate Challenge has as its final event a boat
relay involving all 8 crews from each state and is
a fantastic way to finish the event.
It was also a great initiative for the Development
Team to also be competing for a trophy, and
there was real pride in the Australian Development team in securing this trophy. It was however disappointing that there were no medallions to
hand to each team member at the trophy presentation, something that I believe is being rectified
in the background.
All Australian crews then returned to their
respective clubs to continue competition in the
ASRL Championships on the Sunday
The NZ team had a new team manager this year,
Brett Hammer, who did a great job with his team.
It was good to have time working and networking
with Brett over the weekend and getting to
know him. We look forward to continuing this
relationship next year.
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TRANS-TASMAN
IAN MARTIN- TEAM MANAGER

It is with pleasure I submit my first report as the
Team Manager of the of the 2018 Surf Life
Saving Australia Surf Boat Development Team.

Their contribution and guidance in the lead up to
and throughout the competition program helped
to make my job both an enjoyable rewarding one.

In doing so I would like to acknowledge the
support and the SLSA and the ASRL in putting
this team together, providing the funding
necessary and doing so with great enthusiasm
for the concept.

The two crews selected in this Development
Team, North Cronulla (Under 23 Men) and
Avalon Beach (Under 23 Women) were selected
from a specific selection carnival held at Kurrawa
beach on Sunday 3rd December 2017.

Specifically, I’d to recognise and thank Greg
Heard (Open Team Manger) and Brad Dean
(SLSA) for guiding me through the requirements
of the position and its duties.

The efforts and performance of both crews in the
Trans-Tasman races against the New Zealand
Development crews reflected the seriousness
each crew held in representing Australia with
both crews competing at levels which I believe
surprised even them.

2018 AUSTRALIAN DEVELOPMENT TEAM
Under 23 Men - North Cronulla:
Mark McDonald (S), Jackson Ford, Joshua
Lee, Mark Hammond, Tom Mailey

Under 23 Women - Avalon Beach:
Nathan Welling (S), Elena DiBiagio,
Amelia Barber, Chloe Scott,
Lauren Peterson
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As a result of the planning prior to the selection
of the team and in the lead up to the competition,
everything ran smoothly with minimal issues.
The enthusiasm of all team members was
exceptional.
All Development team members continually
expressed their appreciation and pride in being
selected for this team and their behaviour
reflected this.
I’d also like to acknowledge the positive behaviour and attitude and the Development Team
throughout 3 days together.
The greatest challenge for this group was the
fact that both crews were Sydney based crews
and our time together was short, having said that
the effort (by SLSA) to ensure their experience
was a positive was evident and appreciated. The
gesture to recompense Avalon Beach for their
accommodation to ensure they did not have to
travel home to the Northern Beaches was
acknowledged by the crew and greatly accepted.

I am sure they will continue to be worn with
pride and will provide each team member with
fantastic memories for a long time.
Thank you again to SLSA for providing this
apparel and for the ASRL (Bert Hunt) for their
help in subsiding the cost of each team member.
Thanks, must also be extended to SLS NZ for
the way they conducted themselves through
their stay.
I’d also like to acknowledge the work done by
Grant Wilkinson in sourcing boats for the visiting
New Zealand Development Team.
In summary the support from the ASRL and
SLSA was fantastic, as was the support,
guidance and efforts of both Greg and Brad in
the lead up and during the event.
From a personal perspective, thank you for the
opportunity provided for me to be a part of this
team and for the overall experience.

Following the days racing and presentations on Yours Sincerely
Saturday all crews attended an informal afterIan Martin
noon at the Elouera Surf Club. The clothing
supplied to the Development Team members Development Team Manager
was of an excellent standard. All clothing was
worn with a great deal of pride at all times.
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STATE
R E P O RT S
ANNUAL

NEW SOUTH WALES
GREG HEARD - TEAM MANAGER

It is with a lot of pleasure that I submit this report
as Team Manager of the 2018 NSW Surf Boat
Interstate Team.
This team consisted of 8 crews – one from each
division, Open Men, Open Women, Reserve
Men, Reserve Women, Under 23 Men, Under 23
Women, Under 19 Men and Under 19 Women,
who were selected from all crews within NSW
to compete in the Interstate Challenge as part of
the ASRL Championships at Elouera on Friday
the 19th February 2016.

Selection carnivals were:
Mollymook
North Cronulla
Queenscliff and
Manly*
*Given Manly is no longer a full 2 day carnival
it received single points, in line with the other
selection events.

Points were accrued across all 4 events with the
best 3 being used to select the crew. Points were
awarded with 7 points for 1st place down to 2
With 8 crews it was also agreed by SLS NSW to points for 6th. This year all divisions were decidre-appoint an assistant manager to support the ed on this system apart from the Reserve Men
team manager with the work load in the lead up where there was a draw on points between
to the event and particularly on the day of rac- Newport and North Bondi. As outlined in the
ing– the Assistant Manager was Lachlan Payne. bulletin in the event of a draw at the end of the
selection carnivals, the crew is to be selected by
SELECTION:
members of the NSW Surf Boat Commission.
Crews competed at a series of nominated
Given the timing I met with Nathan Perry and
carnivals with the crew from each division with Barry Lowe as they were present at the Manly
the highest points being selected to the team.
carnival. immediately at the conclusion of the
Attached is the point scores for the season.
Manly carnival. After some discussions we
selected the Newport Reserve Male Crew.
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PLACINGS 				POINTS

NSW TEAMS

Open Men

Open Men – Bulli

Open Women – Palm Beach

Reserve Men – Newport Beach

Reserve Women – Avalon Beach

Bulli Gelcon

20

Palm Beach Pigeons

12

North Cronulla Purds

10

Open Women
Palm Beach Patriots

20

Elouera Wilko

19

North Narrabeen Broad Beans

17

Reserves - Men
Newport Sea Cucumbers

17

North Bondi Knock Abouts

17

Elouera Wilko

15

Reserves - Women
Alavon Beach Bandits

19

Manly Boat Ladies/Merkins

18

Cronulla Wildcats

16

U23 Men
North Cronulla Funky Colts

16

Palm Beach Paper Clips

15

Ocean Beach Headomy
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Shane Geloven (S)
Dean Roberts
Heath Mercer
Ben Lowe
Fraser Worthington

Rob Emerson (S)
Thomas Howes
Tim Gunns
Scott Quinn
Tom Holland

Peter Spence (S)
Verity Boulton
Lucy Day
Paparangi Hipango
Elly Reynolds

Peter Carter (S)
Ash Norman
Rachel Strong
Rebecca Elliott
Ellie MacKay

Under 23 Men – North Cronulla Under 23 Women –
North Cronulla

Mark McDonald (S)
Jackson Ford
Tom Mailey
Matt Workman
Matt Hammond

Under 19 Men – North Cronulla
Michael Hawkins (S)
Hugo Langton
Ben Jessop
Lagan Barling
Will Fleming

Michael Hawkins (S)
Maddi McKinnery
Layne Holloway
Libby Holloway
Lauren Chadwick

Under 19 Women – Queenscliff
Damian Daley (S)
Sophie Berry
Willow Doyle
Lucy McIntyre
Julia Altenburger

U23 Women
North Cronulla Mick Juggernauts

21

Palm Beach Peas

16

North Cronulla Funky

16

U19 Men
North Cronulla Young Guns

20

Avoca Beach Dstyle

19

Queenscliff Glass BBQ/$10 Steaks

13

U19 Women
Queenscliff Red Rockets

20

Avoca Beach Vagabonds

19

North Cronulla BOF’s/Queen Bees

13
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It was pleasing to see the spread of clubs/
branches represented with one crew from Bulli,
3 from North Cronulla and 4 from Sydney
Northern Beaches.

Thank you to SLS NSW for their generous support in providing the team gear – all recipients
were extremely pleased and proud to receive
their uniforms.

The U23 Men’s crew (North Cronulla) was also
selected in and competed for the Australian
Development Team against New Zealand on the
Saturday

RACE DAY:
The team reassembled on the beach on Friday
afternoon to prepare for the races ahead.

PREPARATION:
With a very short turnaround from selection to
competition of 4 weeks, time was of the essence
and everyone in the team was very responsive
with responding to requests for information and
being flexible with timings etc.

The order of events was Under 19, Under 23,
Reserves and Open’s before culminating in a
Surf Boat relays consisting of all crews.

Results were:
U19 Women		
2nd
U19 Men		
5th
U23 Women		
3rd
Thank you to all of the crews who responded U23 Men		
1st
to every request in a timely manner. And a spe- Reserve Women
2nd
cial thanks to the staff at SLS NSW, especially, Reserve Men		
1st
Rob Pidgeon who worked tirelessly in the back Open Women
6th
ground to pull together all of the necessary
Open Men		
1st
information and the team uniforms.
Going into the final event, the Boat Relay NSW
As part of the team preparations we met prior to was 2 points behind Queensland with the Relay
the Interstate Challenge competition to provide being worth double points the team needed to
an opportunity for all crews to meet each other win this event and hope Queensland came 3rd
and to present the team uniforms
or worse or the countback for a draw worked in
our favour.
This year’s function was held at the Intersection
Hotel, Ramsgate. Once again it was an invalu- In a fantastic display of team work NSW led from
able experience and allowed all crew members the front and was never over taken – howevto meet in a relaxed environment, to be present- er Queensland came second – which left both
ed with their team uniforms and to discuss
teams equal on 87 points. After the first 8 races
logistics leading into the racing. This year I asked both teams had 3 first places each and by
Peter Spence from Palm Beach to hand out the winning the relay NSW then had 4 firsts and as
competition caps and uniforms to each team a result retained the Interstate Championship. A
member. Peter, whilst part of the NSW team is great team effort and a great result.
an extremely successful sweep and has been in
numerous State Teams. His speech about the The ASRL should be congratulated for their suphonour at being selected for NSW and his overall port of this event through support of interstate
input at this event was extremely well received. crews and for running the event itself. The event
ran very smoothly and is a credit to the ASRL
The camaraderie that was developed amongst and the officials led by Tamara Brawn.
the entire team in such a short while was evident on the beach on the Friday with everyone
pro-actively supporting each other prior to and
during the racing.
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Some learnings for future teams:
The team meeting and gear presentation night
is an invaluable part of creating a strong team
bond between the crews and must be held each
year. Choice of destination is an issue and will be
dependent on the location of future crews. This
year’s venue (The Intersection Hotel, Ramsgate)
was chosen due to it being reasonably central for
all crews. 4 crews came from SNB, 3 from North
Cronulla and 1 from Bulli. The appointment of an
assistant team manager was again invaluable as
this provided much needed support as things
became hectic during the event.

All Team members continually expressed their
appreciation and pride in being selected for this
team and their behaviour reflected this.
As Team Manager I was focused on providing
an environment that enabled a positive and cohesive culture to be developed and I believe we
achieved this in a very short time frame.
In summary the support from the ASRL and SLS
NSW was fantastic.

In closing I would like to thank:
SLS NSW for the support of this event and for
The nominated selection carnivals worked well their funding of the uniforms. The staff at SLS
and suited those crews that were serious about NSW for the support and assistance, in particuvying for selection. Disappointingly, I have been lar, Rob Pidgeon. Tamara Brawn and the team of
made aware of other events purportedly being officials for running the event. The ASRL for the
added to the normal selection events, without an initiative in putting this event on and for ensuring
understanding of the current process or without it ran smoothly.
any discussion/consultation with myself as Team
Manager or the SNSW Boat Commission. This From a personal perspective - thank you again
must be addressed.
for the opportunity in allowing me to be a part of
this team and for the overall experience
All selection carnivals were run well and ensured
consistency to provide equal chances for crews Yours Sincerely
to qualify. As a result of the planning prior to the
selection of the team and the lead up to the com- Greg Heard
petition the event went smoothly with minimal
Team Manager
issues. The enthusiasm of all team members
was exceptional.

QUEENSLAND
GARY WILLIAMS - PRESIDENT

It gives me great pleasure to present this year’s
report as President. 2017/18 was set to be
a challenging year off the back of a cancelled
Aussies in 2017 and returning to farflung Perth
for Aussies, however QLD Surf Boats has gathered momentum nonetheless, with 67 crews at
our State Titles (up from 63 crews last season).

Well done and congratulations to all the crews
who won medals on the day and the crews
for each division that took home the towels and sweep oars as prizes for the pointscore of the Wessel Petroleum Qld cup.

The state titles was also the last round for the
pointscore of the Monkey Shoulder State PreOur local racing with the Navy series and the miership with Tallebudgera winning both the
Wessel Petroleum Qld Cup was well support- Open Men and Open Women divisions and a
ed. The Navy Series saw the reintroduction of license into Ocean Thunder next season.
the double-header format, to provide crews with
2 days of racing in a single weekend of travel Congratulations to all the crews and their results
and a social event on the Saturday evening. at the Aussies; without doubt the standout was
The events were well-supported (with entries the Northcliffe Krankitz winning the open womens
of approximately 60 crews including Masters). final. The girls and Damien started the season
We hope to continue this theme of fewer, higher late but made their mark straight away with a win
quality Carnivals with good social engagement at the state titles and then taking out the big one.
in 2018/19 but must balance the additional work- These girls are all mums and have been rowing
load placed on our officials, first aid, water safety a long time, they know what’s required and gave
and workforce for 2 day events.
it everything, no doubt there would have been
a lot of support for them from friends and family
This season also saw the extension of the Come which helped get them there - a real team effort.
and Try Day format (whereby rowers in the pro- Personally I enjoyed competing against them
cess of completing their Bronze can compete) to and keeping Qld on the pace at a national level.
include all 3 rounds of the Navy Series, with the
support and approval of SLSQ. This initiative can I would also like to make mention of the efforts
only help encourage new rowers to our sport and of Di Smith in her first year as Carnival Referee
give sweeps the opportunity to give their new re- (under the guidance of Charles and Craig). Well
cruits the experience of racing in a safe and con- done Di for excelling in what can be a challengtrolled format. Hopefully we can build on these ing and at times unforgiving role.
events next season as part of our development
and recruitment drive.
I’d also like to thank our major sponsors: Team
Navy, Paul Wessel from Wessel Petroleum,
Our state titles was a success firstly at Mooloola- Monkey Shoulder and the ASRL. Without our
ba on the Saturday and Alexandra Headlands on sponsors we would not have had the opportunity
Sunday. It was with the cooperation of key peo- to offer crews the added incentive of cash and
ple from ASRLQ and Charles Melloy and Ryan prizes for the divisions and subsidies for juniors
Bennett that we were able to relocate the event to interstate competitions such as the Young
to Alex on Sunday to give us some opportunity to Guns Carnival.
race in some small surf as opposed to the lake
conditions at Mooloolaba.
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In closing I’d like to thank Judy Melloy and
Jeanie for their efforts behind the laptop and Bill
Cooper for his tireless efforts behind the wheel
of the big rig.
To all our other officials for their commitment
and dedication, and the ASRLQ committee
for your support. To Geoff Wright and the IRB
crews, and Richard Andrews for first aid, thank
you.
Thanks also to the ASRL and SLSQ for their
ongoing support and assistance throughout the
season.
Gary Williams
PRESIDENT

QUEENSLAND COUNTRY REPORT
STAN RIDLAND

This year Jase Bean from South Coast Boats
has offered his services to deliver a weekend
sweep and rowing course, so we have 5-7
people showing interest to have a go, dates are
to be set yet and we will look at new rowers.
On sending an email out to gain interest, I found
out the North Qld Branch is lining the course up
as well and possible one in wide bay Capricorn
at Yeppoon.
So things are starting to move in the country
and we may see a crew attend the Navy series
next season and increased crews for the Nth
Australian Champs, fingers crossed
Thank you to all my rowers for a great season,
Stan Ridland

Currently we have approximately 20 rowers from
within the three clubs working out of the Mackay
Club at Harbour beach. The main struggle is no
sweeps, sadly Ian Inch has had to stop helping
due to work commitments. He was assisting
Sarina club with a crew of Ladies who are learning the rowing skills needed to be competitive.
Sitting down with these local rowers it was
decided to try and get the boats more visual
within the region and we have tried to row at the
local three point carnivals the clubs have for
Nippers. At Mackay we were able to get three
boats racing and at Eimeo we had two boats but
having four crews. This drive allowed use to front
up to the North Australian Champs with a crew
from each club to race against an under 23
Ladies crew from Ayr. It was a round robin racing
to finish with a relay race and the overall winner
being the Ayr 23s Ladies crew.
Further afield, 13 of the Mackay Regional
rowers completed the Massive Murray Paddle, a
five day 400km journey down the Murray, and all
enjoyed the experience. Last year I had stated
that we needed more sweeps and set our sights
on running a training session to bring more skills
to the group, to limit the current limitations of, if I
can’t do it, it doesn’t happen.
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QLD TEAMS
Open Men
Tallebudgera Mojitos

Open Women
Tallebudgera Kaylews

Reserve Men
Maroochydore Force

Reserve Women
Coolum Chums

Gary Williams (S)
Sam McPhillips
Sam Robinson
Seth Philbrook
Cain Hayward

Michael Brooks (S)
Troy Slade
Johnny Naughton
Corey Stone
Chris Howell

Gary Williams (S)
Lisa Mosley
Kirsty Morrison
Kelissa Brockett
Nikki Wood

Patrick McGuire (S)
Sophie Gruhl
Erin Smith
Pheobe Child
Rachel Resier

Once again it was my pleasure to manage the
State Team with the assistance of Charles Melloy. As usual, selections were hotly contested. It
is however, a positive to have the selectors confronted with some difficult decisions and healthy
for those who missed out to be disconcerted.
Hopefully that bitter taste of disappointment will
see them lift into contention next year. To be in
the Queensland team you need to want to give
everything for the team.

The team assembled at Surf Rescue House
on the Sunday before the competition, where
legendary Queensland State of Origin Rugby
Under 23 Men
Under 23 Women
League player and now coach Kevin Walters,
Alexandra Headlands H & H Tallebudgera Two Strokes addressed the team on what it meant to repreNick Hume (S)
Steve Purcell (S)
sent Queensland and the rivalry with New South
Bennett Hume
Natasha Saunders
Wales. The crews were then presented with their
Ned Archer
Teagan McFarlane
Blake Primrose
Melanie Walker
caps and Cory Stone, named Captain of the
Ned Jenkinson
Abbey Holyman
Team.
Under 19 Men
Alexandra Headlands H & H
Nick Hume (S)
Hayden Tanis
Mitchel Stewart
Gus Archer
Bailey Hume

Under 19 Women
Dicky Beach
Rob Flood (S)
Kate Morcom
Luca Sullivan
Victoria Barbour
Natalie Dean

The Interstate Surfboat Championships was
conducted at Elouera Beach in the Sutherland
Shire in the southern suburbs of Sydney on the
Friday afternoon of the ASRL Open. As usual,
teams were kept guessing on the area the competition would be conducted in and any variations to the competition but conditions were good
and a wave was there to assist or punish you,
depending on where you were at the time. The
draw for lanes saw Queensland between New
South Wales and Tasmania. The latter offering
an interesting threat, as they had a number of
crews from other states which included a crew
from Queensland who had missed selection and
keen to prove a point.
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The competition got underway with the U19
Women, where we got away to an almost perfect
start, with a win to the girls from Dicky Beach and
NSW coming in fifth. The U19 Men from Alexandra Headlands made no mistakes and came in
forth with NSW only able to better them by two
places with a second. The U23 Women from
Talle then pegged back one of those two points
coming home second in front of NSW, who were
third.

The Tallebudgera Women stepped up and won
the open women; NSW came in sixth. Could this
be our year? Yet again however, the tables were
turned on us, NSW winning the Open Men and
the Tallebudgera men coming across the time
fifth. We had a two-point lead with the double
point relay to come. We simply needed to beat
NSW and the Interstate trophy was ours after 5
years.

Unfortunately, it was not to be; NSW got off the
The competition was close with Qld, WA and SA beach first and were never headed. Qld mainall recording wins. NSW were yet to have a win, tained second throughout the race and despite
but it wasn’t going to be long before they did, some gallant efforts we just could not row them
coming home first in the U23 Men where Alex- down. The points were all tied up and NSW won
andra Headlands got third. Qld were still ahead on a count back.
in the points though. In the Reserve Women, Qld
and NSW finished first and second with Coolum In closing, I would like to thank the ASRL ~ Q and
SLSQ for their support of the Queensland “Cygetting the job done.
clones” Surf Boat Team and all of the crews for
Unfortunately, in the Reserve Men the tables the commitment they have made individually and
were turned with NSW first and Maroochydore collectively to the Team.
getting to the beach second.
Craig Williams
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V I C TO R I A
ROD COSTA

I am pleased to report that the 2017/18 season
in Victoria was another very successful one. We
have seen substantial growth in our youth area
of competition having more underage crews than
ever before at our State Championships. We
have in Victoria throughout the season promoted
the NAVY brand and increased the number of
crews competing in our NAVY carnivals. Over 50
crews have taken part in carnivals this season
in various grades. Our Master’s crew numbers
were also very encouraging.
State Office Bearers

Competition
The VSRL “NAVY” Open was held at Ocean
Grove on 21st Jan 2018 in good conditions with
a 1 ½ metre wave. Results follow:
Open Men
Lorne 31s

Gold

Torquay Pirates

Silver

Anglesea Gold

Bronze

Open Women
Lorne Edge

Gold

Torquay Lightning

Silver

Portsea Darlings

Bronze

Position

Holder

Reserve Men

President

Matt Culka

Lorne WASAVICs

Gold

Secretary

Rod Costa

Fairhaven Blue

Silver

Treasurer
Committee

Brian Millman
Scott Tannahill, Paul Scherf,
Barry Hill, Pat Spinazollo,
& Sean Voss.

St Kilda Angry Dogs

Bronze

Victorian State Team
The Team was selected from 4 carnivals held at
Lorne, Port Campbell, Anglesea & Ocean Grove.
Congratulations to our team who finished 5th this
year but gave their all for the Big V.
Team Manager: Jackson McCaffrey - Portsea
Team Captain: Geoff Mathews - Lorne

Reserve Women
Lorne Atics

Gold

Torquay Bluebottles

Silver

Apollo Bay Aquaholics

Bronze

U23 Men
Torquay Pirates

Gold

Mordialloc Muffin Men

Silver

Torquay Buoyos

Bronze

U23 Women
Fairhaven Sea Dragons

Gold

Ocean Grove Paul's Pink Ladies

Silver
Bronze

Division

Crew

Portsea Quins

Open Men

Lorne 31s

U 19 Men

Open Women

Lorne Edge

Torquay Buoyos

Gold

Reserve Men

Lorne WASAVICs

Mordialloc Panthers

Silver

Reserve Women

Lorne Atics

Port Campbell Prawns

Bronze

U23 Men

Torquay Pirates

U19 Women

U23 Women

Fairhaven Sea Dragons

Pt Campbell Princesses

Gold

U19 Men

Torquay Buoyos

Fairhaven Dolphins

Silver

U19 Women

Pt Campbell Princeses

Ocean Grove Paul's Pink Ladies

Bronze
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Australian Championships at Scarborough
Beach WA
Congratulations to Lorne Edge and Torquay
Pirates on their great efforts to both win Silver
Medals in the Open Woman and under 23 Men’s
Section at Aussies. Special mention to Lorne
Again Gold medallists in Masters 160 Woman
and St Kilda Angry Dogs Gold medallists in
Masters 220 Men.

Other highlights during the Season.
• Youth weekend camp held at Anglesea with
encouraging attendance
• Sweeps school held at life saving Victoria
• Donation by VSRL of new set of oars to Pt
Campbell U19 girls crew, Princeses
• 1st prize of new sweep oars won by Lorne
Open Men and Lorne and Open Woman
• Portland, Warrnambool & Apollo Bay providing
crews once again.
• Mentone joining in with new crews and full of
enthusiasm.
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SOUTH AUSTRALIA
AARON TANNAHILL & NATASHA TUNNEY

Another surf boat season in South Australian is
done and dusted and the positive momentum
continues to show. Although there were some
testing times off the beach, our carnivals continue to be a success and our crews continue to
turn up.

Somerton this season had over 40% of state
title entrants in U19 and U23 rowing and all of
their crews at State Titles except one (who still
made the final in Reserve Men) came away with
a medal. It was due to this success along with
state team rep crews, four crews at Aussies, a
crew trying out for National Team and overall
growth that they were awarded the ASRL SA
Premier Club, the first time in the club’s history.
Congratulations to Somerton on this wonderful
achievement and there is word going around
that the club will have more crews once again in
2018/19!

Our dedicated surf boat community needs to
be thanked. To our boat captains and sweeps,
thank you for your ongoing commitment to surf
boat rowing within your club. To our rowers, you
make our sport what it is, thank you for continually coming back in such large numbers. Our
monthly meetings provide a platform for dozens
of members to help shape our sport and they will The Youth Development Camp was running for
continue for the season ahead.
the 5th time and was once again a huge success.
Over 40 rowers aged 15 – 22 attended which
To the core working group / committee a huge included Torquay who travelled from the land of
thank you. Don “Bristles” Alexander, Natasha the dirty Mexicans. This camp will be held once
Tunney, Kevin Marks and Matt “Softie” Smith. again in the coming months with a similar format
Your time and effort is appreciated. To Tash who to allow rowers and sweeps to get as much out
held the role of leading the surf boat community of the 24-hour camp as possible.
as ‘Boat Panel Chair’ your dedication was
obvious to all in what you do and although there A key highlight for surf boat rowing in South
were some challenging moments, we continued Australia this season was the 3rd placing at the
to work towards the end goal – ensuring our sea- Interstate Championships. This was anchored
son was of the most benefit to our competitors.
by a remarkable start by our Under 19 crews with
the South Port Scallywags placing 2nd in U19
In addition, the national support that Bristles pro- Women followed by the Port Elliot Shark Bait
vides is invaluable and something we all need winning U19 Men. These crews won a combined
to understand. It is not just signing the cheques 90%+ of races in U19s in South Australia and
that Bristles does, the guidance provided at a na- they took that form to NSW up against the best.
tional level but also at a state level is remarkable
and greatly appreciated. Don’t leave us too soon Congratulations to everyone involved with the
Bris!
SA team including Tash Tunney as Team Manager and Gavin Cragg who jumped on as Assistant
Our focus on youth was strong once again and Team Manager. Our ASRL Open results were
we continued to see an improvement across a promising with two crews making the top 6 in
number of level. Although our Junior male num- their category, the South Port Scallywags in U19
bers have stalled our women numbers in U19/ Women and Henley NicNatBreros in Reserve
U23 continue to increase. There are a number of Women, and with the Somerton Shore Things
factors that are due to this although a key one is picking up bronze in 200 Men our state came
the success of the Somerton SLSC.
away with plenty of positives.
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Our Aussies contingent was small due to the WA
venue but possibly also with a big focus on the
ASRL Open. We only had ten crews head over
to Scarborough (four crews from Somerton, two
crews from Glenelg and one crew from Henley,
South Port, West Beach and Grange). With the
small numbers we still had six crews make it out
of the harsh cut round robins. South Port Scallywags showed some promise on the big stage
making the semi-finals although it was Henley
NicNatBreors who stole the show, making the
Reserve Women final. Expect more crews to
head up to QLD for Aussies in 2019.
Our group of hard working officials were once
again fantastic, working through some typically
cold and windy weather, including a postponed
State Titles with a once in a year storm. We had
Rod Ellis jump onboard for the first year as Referee and Rod was calm, make smart calls and
worked with the surf boat community to ensure
we had great racing at all carnivals. Thanks to
Rod and his group of officials, we simply can’t do
it without you.

Congratulations to Chanel Stefani from the Somerton Stingas crew for creating the winning entry!
Our local supporters this season include
Coopers, City Discount Tyres and Surf Life Saving
SA. Thanks to Dick Olesinski for his work on
procuring support for the ASRL SA.
In summary, another season is done and dusted
and we are already planning ahead for the upcoming season. The key results/achievements from
the past season are listed below:
Premier Surf Boat Club – Somerton SLSC
Sweep of the Year – Kevin Fitzgerald, Henley
SLSC
Novice Sweep of the Year – Aaron Tannahill,
Somerton SLSC
Most Improved Club – West Beach SLSC
Young Guns Crew (best U19 or U23) – Somerton
SLSC ‘BSB’ (Male) and South Port ‘Scallywags’
(Female)

State Title Champions
Open Men – Somerton ‘Shore Things’
Open Women – Henley ‘NicNatBreros’
Reserve Men – Port Elliot ‘Four Strokes’
My thanks also go out to the Navy who provided Reserve Women – South Port ‘Sprockets’
the support and funds to send our junior crews Under 23 Men – Somerton ‘BSB’
interstate and allow us to put on such spectacu- Under 23 Women – West Beach ‘Sea Cows’
lar events. We also have two local legends who Under 19 Men – Port Elliot ‘Shark Bait’
are becoming fan favourites at our carnivals. Under 19 Women – South Port ‘Scallywags’
Dave Dawes and Troy Pudney continue to
support surf boat rowing in SA through their ASRL Open Finalists
community engagement work with Navy. You are Reserve Women – Henley ‘NicNatBreros’
both amazing to work with and your support is Under 19 Women – South Port ‘Scallywags’
greatly appreciated.
200 Men – Somerton ‘Shore Things’ (Bronze)
A crew emerged from Somerton this season in Australian Titles Finalists
Under 19 Women and one of the crew members Reserve Women – Henley ‘NicNatBreros’
won the South Australian Navy Video competition to highlight the synergies between rowing
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WESTERN AUSTRALIA
GEOFF WILSON

A much-improved season in terms of participation numbers, event diversity and communications. Numbers improved from 34 crews competing at States in season 2016-2017 to 59 in
season 2017-2018.

The Facebook page is now up and running and
will be used more often. This has led to a much
more informed membership, with more transparency around recommendations made by the
boat panel and SLSWA.

Officials were acknowledged at the State Titles
with a presentation of embroidered towels and
engraved glasses. State boatie of the year was
awarded to Steve Bowler of City SLSC for his
selfless work mentoring sweeps and rowers at
our relatively new club at Coogee south of
Fremantle, this led to two sweeps achieving S2
SLSWA included a surf league series of 3 car- accreditation and three crews competing, two in
nivals in team format, with prize money for 1-3 the youth divisions.
places, a genuine attempt to develop an exciting fast-moving event which was live streamed. We would like to acknowledge the ongoing finanOpen male and female boat crews were part of cial support from ASRL for the running of 3 Navy
the club teams. This may change next season ASRL events and subsidy to our interstate team.
with an emphasis on Under 19 developments Navy attended the 3 events with promotional
with alternate open and Under 19 crews in the personnel and merchandise.
opposite genders competing for the team.
ASRL interstate and ASRL open.
We ran a very successful short course event
at Secret Harbour which had season high en- Our interstate team was very competitive once
try numbers and was run in eight divisions. The again without reaching the heights of the previfeedback from this event from participants and ous two years.
officials was very good. It seems that SLSWA will
now run this as a state title event.
All reports from competing crews at the ASRL
open were that the organisation, running and fair
A data base with boat captains and officials con- competition was excellent in the
tact details was established this season thanks challenging conditions.
largely to Kaylene Bozich who works tirelessly to
ensure all members are kept up to date with all
news and developments.
Particularly pleasing was a lift in Under 19 male
crews, although this is offset by a drop in under
23 female crews over the last 4 years. From what
was a real growth area open male and female
crew numbers are remaining similar to previous
years.
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This is our second year running the National
Rankings System. The response has been
overwhelming so we will be expanding it in
coming years.

Next Season
With the positive response received last season,
we are looking to expand the events included
in the rankings next season. At a minimum we
would look to include each State selection
This Season
series/State Championships and World’s for all
Congratulations to the Bulli Gelcon Open Men’s divisions. Ultimately, we aim to have the rankcrew for retaining the leaders vests all season. ings included on an App incorporating points
In the end it was extremely close with the top 6 for more events with points allocation based on
ranked men’s crews facing off in the Aussie final. strength of field.
If either the South Curl Curl Death Riders or
Avoca Beach Z Crew had finished just one place We are reviewing what refinements we can
higher in the Aussie final, they would have taken make and will announce details before the seathe honours. No one would argue that the Bulli son starts. The challenge is to include as much
men have been the most consistent crew over as possible while keeping it fair and simple.
the past few years.
As Under 19’s/23’s, Reserves and Masters tend
It was just as close in the Open Women with any to change a lot from season to season, we will
of 4 crews in contention at Aussies. The Palm not announce a rankings leader until later in
Beach Patriots third placing in the Aussie final the season, probably after the ASRL Open.
was enough to keep Lorne, North Cronulla and The Opens will have “Rankings Leaders Vests”
Elouera out.
right through the season to be worn at selected
events.
Full results for all divisions are on the ASRL Navy
website.
How to improve your ranking!
Enter the rankings events! Everyone has
How it works!
some bad luck so the more events you enter, the
Our sport is spread all over the country and we easier it is to throw out your worst result. Every
don’t all come together very often, usually only crew that enters one ranking event will have a
Aussies and the ASRL Open. Also, every State National Ranking at the end of the year.
and branch has different numbers and depth in
each division. This makes it difficult, but not
Good luck to everyone.
impossible to come up with something that gives
a fair indication.
Russell Lamb
We have more options in the Open’s. The first 2
seasons we have used the best 3 of 6 events for
each crew. (2 open national events in Aussies
and the ASRL Open with 5,000points to the
winner, 2 restricted national events in Ocean
Thunder “OT” and the National Team Selection
Event “NTSE” with 4,000 points to the winner,
and each state championship/selection series
with points allocated based on strength of field.).
For the other divisions rankings introduced this
year, the Under 23’s were the best 2 of 3 results
(Aussies, ASRL, NTSE) with Under 19’s,
Reserves and Masters based on 2 events,
Aussies and the ASRL Open.
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ASRL NATIONAL RANKINGS
Open Men

1 Bulli Gelcon
2 Sth Curl Curl Deathriders
3 Batemans Bay A
4 Avoca Z
5 Nth Cronulla Purds
6 Collaroy Garricks
7 Lorne 31
8 Tallebudgera Mojitos
9 Mermaid Beach Kennards
10 Torquay Pirates

Open Women

1 Palm Beach Patriots
2 Lorne Edge
3 North Cronulla Bluey
4 Elouera Wilko
5 Northcliff Krankits
6 Currumbin Hunters
7 Maroochydore Force
8 Torquay Lightning
9 Tallebudgera Kaylews
10 North Narrabeen Bags

Reserve Men

1 Elouera Wilko
2 Avalon Beach Towballs
3 Mona Vale Black
4 North Bondi Knockabouts
5 Gerringong Naps

Reserve Women

1 Palm Beach (QLD)Vixens
2 North Cottesloe 7ft Jeffs
3 Avalon Beach Bandits
4 Cronulla Wildcats
5 Collaroy Knickers

Under 23 Male

1 Palm Beach Paperclips
2 Nth Cronulla Funkys
3 Caves Beach Meat Trays
4 Torquay Pirates
5 Nth Cronulla Purds

Under 23 Female

1 Nth Cronulla Juggernauts
2 Newport Whip Rays
3 Avalon Beach Avocados
4 Avoca Beach Jotos
5 Tallebudgera Two Strokes

Under 19 Male

1 Queenscliff $10 Steaks
2 Avoca Beach Doggies
3 South Curl Curl Slickers
4 Nth Cronulla Young Guns
5 Cronulla Spinny DicUnder

Under 19 Female

1 Avalon Beach Chanels
2 Noosa Heads Scrub Turkeys
3 Noosa Heads Spangled Drongos
4 MacMasters Beach Diva’s
5 Dicky Beach Tooshies
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ASRL-NAVY OPEN RESULTS 2018
DIVISION
Open Male

1st
Bulli Gelcon

2nd
Avoca J Crew

Open Female
Reserves Male
Reserve Female

North Cronulla Bluey
Avalon Beach
Palm Beach Vixens
(Qld)
Palm Beach
Paperclips
North Cronulla
Juggernauts
Queenscliff Steaks
Noosa Heads Drongos

Lorne Edge
Maroochydore Force
North Cottesloe Jeffs

3rd
South Curl Curl
Deathriders
Palm Beach Patriots
Palm Beach Project
Cronulla Wildcats

North Cronulla Purds

South Curl Curl Lamps

Newport Whiprays

Avoca Beach JOTOs

Avoca Style
MacMasters Beach

Cronulla Spinny
Noosa Heads Turkeys

U23 Male
U23 Female
U19 Male
U19 Female

ASRL/SLSA INTERSTATE SURF BOATS 2018
DIVISION
Open Male
Open Female
Reserves Male
Reserve Female
U23 Male
U23 Female
U19 Male
U19 Female
Relay

State
Total Points

1st
NSW
Qld
NSW
Qld
NSW
WA
SA
Qld
NSW
NSW

2nd
SA
WA
Qld
NSW
Vic
Qld
NSW
SA
QLD
Qld

3rd
Vic
Tas
Vic
Tas
Qld
NSW
Vic
Vic
SA
SA

4th
WA
Vic
WA
SA
WA
SA
Qld
Tas
WA
WA

5th
Qld
SA
SA
WA
SA
Vic
Tas
NSW
Tas
TAS

6th
Tas
NSW
TAS
Vic
Tas
Tas
WA
WA
VIC
Vic

87

87

76

70

69

52
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SLSA CHAMPIONSHIP OPEN RESULTS 2018
Open Male
Open Female
Reserves Male

Batemans Bay
Northcliff Krankits
Elouera Wilko

Reserve
Female
U23 Male
U23 Female
U19 Male

Avalon Beach Bandits

U19 Female

North Cronulla Purds
Lorne Edge
North Bondi Knock
Abouts
Collaroy Knickers

Palm Beach Paperclips
Torquay Pirates
North Cronulla Juggernauts Newport Whiprays
Queenscliff 10 Dollar Steaks North Cronulla Young
Guns
Avalon Beach Chanels
Noosa Scrub Turkey

Avoca Beach Z Crew
Palm Beach Patriots
Mona Vale Black
Ocean Beach
Caves Beach Meat Trays
Palm Beach Peas
South Curl Curl Slickers
Dicky Beach Tooshies

SLSA CHAMPIONSHIP MASTERS DIVISIONS 2018
120 Female
140 Male

North Cottesloe
Batemans Bay

140 Female
160 Male
160 Female
180 Male
180 Female
200 Male
200 Female
220 Male
220 Female
240 Male
260 Male

Queenscliff
North Cottesloe
Lorne
Mermaid Beach
Batemans Bay
North Cronulla
Warriewood
St Kilda
Cape Hawke
Coolangatta
Mollymook

North Cottesloe
Sorrento
City of Perth
North Cronulla
Tallebudgera
North Cottesloe
Bilgola
Avalon Beach
North Cottesloe

Broulee
Avalon Beach
Woolgoolga
Albany
Trigg Island
Avoca Beach
Warriewood

South Curl Curl
Long Reef

Fairhaven
Tugun
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SLS 2017 STATE CHAMPIONSHIP CREW NUMBERS
State
Open Male
Open Female
Reserves Male
Reserve Female
U23 Male
U23 Female
U19 Male
U19 Female
Total

NSW

SA

WA

QLD

VIC

TOTAL

28
13
45
30

7
8
17
9

6
7
14
15

7
8
9
10

5
6
17
12

53
42
102
76

27
22
31
15
211

5
7
4
7
64

4
4
6
3
59

7
7
6
6
59

4
4
4
4
56

47
44
51
35
457
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TECHNOLOGY
AARON TANNAHILL

With amazing support from Team Navy and
Destination NSW we have once again maintain
our Video Finish Line Cameras system and Live
Streaming product for our two major events. In
addition, we worked closely with SLSA to provide
the Video Finish Live Cameras for the Australian
Surf Life Saving Championships.

LIVE STREAM – NATIONAL TEAM SELECTION
EVENT / ASRL OPEN

The ASRL this season took the approach of
bringing in some fresh blood into commentary
team for both of the events that forms part of the
Live Streamed calendar. The National Team
Selection Event at Kurrawa, Queensland proved
FINISH LINE CAMERAS SYSTEM
to be a success with local guru Dave ‘Daisy’
Houston along with regular Aaron Tannahill and
This form of technology takes plenty of work to we thought we would bring the ‘The King’ himself
not just deliver on event day, but to also maintain Dan Townsend. This trio worked extremely well
leading into events and the upgrades and tweak- and we expect to have some more fresh faces in
ing that needs to occur post event. The ASRL Lorne for the next edition of this event.
are always looking to preserve this equipment as
we know the importance of the cameras since The ASRL Open numbers were huge once again!
they were introduced about three years ago. The The ASRL Open had over 60,000 views on our
cameras were set up and operated this season live stream for the three days of competition,
at the National Team Selection Event, the ASRL a figure we are extremely proud of. The peaks
Open and Aussies. We are going to continue to were for the Interstate Competition, Tran Tasman
invest in this equipment as the member and
and the eight finals on Sunday’s racing.
official feedback is forever positive.
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The traction was also obvious on
@TeamNavyASRL Instagram for the period of
the ASRL Open with over 5,000 likes on 56 posts
and over 6,000 views on six videos. We went
with over 15 hours of live streaming across the
three days which included back to back racing all
day on Sunday.
The commentary team at the ASRL Open
was fresh, young and exciting. We introduced
commentators from across the country who
created new energy with some diverse forms of
commentary. We would like to thank those listed
below for forming part of the 2018 ASRL Open
commentary team:

Open and the National Team Selection Event.
If you are would like to learn more, please
approach the ASRL committee or personal
message the Team Navy ASRL Facebook page
for more information on how you can get involved.
A final thank you to Les Herstik for his ongoing
support of our live streaming and also finish line
camera system. Les is a big support of the ASRL
and his knowledge and support is greatly appreciated. Thank you to Les and your team.

Aaron Tannahill (SA)
David Houston (QLD)
Drew Howell (VIC)
Edwina Wright (QLD)
Frank Veltman (VIC)
Natasha Tunney (SA)
Nick Sampson (NSW)
Rod Costa (VIC)
We are always interested in having fresh races
join in on the fun that is commentating at the
ASRL.
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SOCIAL MEDIA
Our social media continues to grow! Our numbers crew over 20% again in the past 12 months
and we now have over 9,300 combined followers on Instagram/Facebook. The numbers that
we are generating through our Facebook page
‘Team Navy ASRL’ is extraordinary. We have
seen in the past 12 months;

The ASRL will continue to provide support to
states who control their own Facebook groups
and pages. Although we can’t bring in a streamlined system we are always interested to see
what states are doing in this stage. Thank you to
those states who have engaged with the membership through new forms of communication
and for those who continue to test out new
Over 5,500 hours of views on our posted videos technology online, your members appreciate it.
include 25% of those in the week of the ASRL
Open. A total reach of almost one million. Total
impressions of over two million. 1,250 website
clicks direct from our Facebook page.
We encourage those on Instagram to use
#TeamNavyASRL and we have seen over 800
posts in the past 12 months. This is another
method that the ASRL can interact with the
membership and wider public.

#TeamNavyASRL

Year

President

1993-94 Ron Payne
1994-95 Ron Payne
1995-96 Ron Kelly
1996-97 Peter Grant
1997-98 Peter Grant

1998-99 Peter Grant

1999-00 Peter Grant

2000-01 Peter Grant

2001-02 Rick Millar

2002-03 Rick Millar

2003-04 Rick Millar
2004-05 Rick Millar
2005-06 Bob Stone

2006-07 Bert Hunt

2007-08 Bert Hunt

2008-09 Bert Hunt

2009-10 Bert Hunt

Secretary

Treasurer

Vice Presidents

Stephen Blewett, Graeme Knox, Laurie
Murphy
Greg Davies
Matt Clymer
Stephen Blewett, Graeme Knox, Laurie
Murphy
Greg Davies
Cliff Gerathy
Stephen Blewett, Peter Hickey, Graeme
Knox, Laurie Murphy
Greg Davies
Carol McMaStephen Blewett, Peter Hickey, Graeme
nus
Knox, Steve Reilly
Greg Davies
Rick Millar
Stephen Blewett, Peter Hickey, Ross
Jorgensen, Rick Millar, Ken Murray,
Steve Reilly
Greg Davies
Rick Millar
Stephen Blewett, Peter Hickey Kim
Marsh, Rick Millar, Steve Reilly, Bob
Stone
Greg Davies
Rick Millar
Stephen Blewett, John Ellingsen Peter
Hickey, Ross Jorgensen, Charles Melloy,
Rick Millar, Ken Murray, Steve Reilly,
Bob Stone,
Greg Davies
Rick Millar
Stephen Blewett, John Ellingsen,
Charles Melloy, Rick Millar, Steve Reilly,
Bob Stone
Greg Davies
Rick Millar
Stephen Blewett, Don Cotterill, John
Ellingsen, Alan Gibbons, Charles Melloy,
Steve Swane
Greg Davies
Rick Millar
Stephen Blewett, Don Cotterill, John
Ellingsen, Amanda Gehring, Alan
Gibbons, Steve Swane
Greg Davies
Rick Millar
Stephen Blewett, Don Cotterill, Alan
Gibbons, Andrew Goss, Charles Melloy,
Steve Swane
Greg Davies
Rick Millar
Stephen Blewett, Andrew Goss, Graeme
Knox, Charles Melloy, Richard Olesinski,
Steve Swane
Greg Davies
Rick Millar
Andrew Goss, Graeme Knox, Robert
McKay-Gray, Charles Melloy, Richard
Olesinski, Frank Veltman
Greg Davies
Mark Hazell
Stephen Blewett, Don Cotterill, Andrew
Goss, Graeme Knox, Charles Melloy,
Richard Olesinski
Greg Davies
Mark Hazell
Stephen Blewett, Don Cotterill, Geoff
Mathews, Tim Nesbitt, Richard Olesinski,
John Wright
Roz Bates
Mark Hazell
Stephen Blewett, Don Cotterill, Rick
Estriech, Kim Marsh/Simon Paterson,
Richard Olesinski, John Wright
Alan Gibbons / Charlton Honig Tony Benfield/Michael King, Stephen
Tony Benfield
Blewett, Don Cotterill, Richard Olesinski,
Simon Paterson, John Wright

Greg Davies

Matt Clymer

Year

President

Secretary

Treasurer

Vice Presidents

2010-11 Bert Hunt

Anna
Simmons

2011-12 Bert Hunt

Patricia
McDermott

Charlton Honig
/ Don Alexander
Don Alexander

2012-13 Bert Hunt

Don Alexander

2013-14 Bert Hunt

Patricia
McDermott /
Rod Costa
Rod Costa

2014-15 Bert Hunt

Rod Costa

Don Alexander

2015-16 Bert Hunt

Alexandra Hill

Don Alexander

2016-17 Bert Hunt

Alexandra Hill/ Don Alexander
Natasha
Tunney

2017-18 Bert Hunt

Natasha
Tunney

Don Alexander/Linda Hawkins Stephen
Blewett, Don Cotterill, Michael King,
Frank Veltman, John Wright
Stephen Blewett, Don Cotterill,
Philippa Lowe, Michael King, Scott
Tannahill, John Wright
Stephen Blewett, Don Cotterill, Michael
King, Rick Millar, Scott Tannahill, John
Wright/James McLaughlin
Stephen Blewett, Don Cotterill, Mick
Lang, Geoff Matthews, James
McLaughlin, Grant Wilkinson
Don Cotterill, Mick Lang, Geoff
Matthews, James McLaughlin/Mark
Irwin, Nathan Perry, Grant Wilkinson
Don Cotterill, Mick Lang, Geoff
Matthews/Hamish McMillan, Tim
McFarlane, Nathan Perry, Grant
Wilkinson
Don Cotterill. Grant Wilkinson, Tim
McFarlane/Geoff Wilson, Suzie
MacKinder/Jay Parkin, Nathan Perry/
Damien O’Shannassy, Russell Lamb/
Resigned 23 June 2017
Don Cotterill, Grant Wilkinson, Geoff
Wilson, Jay Parkin, Nick Sampson,
Damien O’Shannassy

Don Alexander

Don Alexander

2017-18 Hall of Fame Committee Members
Chairperson, Kym Marsh, Bert Hunt, Rick Millar and Steve Swayne
Life Members
2006
2007
2011
2012
2016

Bill Barnett*
Greg Davies, Graeme Knox
Stephen Blewett
Rick Millar
Alan Griffiths
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A PPENDIX

